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This paper uses variational methodsin particular, a generalization of the
Mountain Pass Lemma of Rabinowitztogether with an invariance argument to
demonstrate the existence of (weak Sobolev) periodic, non-travelling solutions to
the Boussinesq equation
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In certain cases, the author demonstrates the existence of infinitely-many such solu-
tions. The assumptions on the non-linear terms are that they are odd and roughly
polynomial, and that they satisfy {G=(g1 , &g2) for some G # C 2(R2 ; R).  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The origin of the Boussinesq equation, like that of its more famous
cousin, the KdV equation, lies in the study of the existence and stability of
solitons, or solitary waves. The classical Boussinesq equation,
2t u&
2
xu&
1
3
4
xu+
3
2x [(x u)
2]=0
was constructed to model long, small-amplitude waves such as might occur
in a rectangular canal [B].
The initial-value problem associated with the Boussinesq equation is
extremely ill-posed both forward and backward in time. The standard
approach toward circumventing this difficulty has been to concentrate on
finding either soliton solutions or periodic travelling wavetrains. However,
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one of the most interesting and intriguing aspects of the Boussinesq equa-
tion is that it also permits solutions which are non-travelling, and this
realm of solutions has been left largely unexamined. (Travelling waves are
very easy to find by a change of variables which reduces the system to an
ordinary differential equation; the problem of exhibiting non-travelling
solutions is more complicated.)
This paper diverges from the classical search for soliton solutions and
instead focuses on time- and space-periodic solutions. Moreover, we take
advantage of the unusual character of the Boussinesq equation and so we
aim to exhibit waves which are not of the form u(x, t)=f (x+ct). The issue
of ill-posedness, a traditional sticking point, is avoided by the use of a
variational argument which automatically restricts our search to the center
manifold of the operator.
We will determine the existence of periodic, non-travelling solutions to
the generalized Boussinesq equation
{
Lu+g1(u, ux)+xg2(u, ux)=0
(1)
u \x+2?} , t+=u(x, t)=u \x, t+
2?
| +
where L=(2t &
2
x&# 
4
x), # is small, and {G( y, z)=(g1( y, z), &g2( y, z))
for some function G # C1(R2 ; R). We will assume moreover that G, and
therefore g1 and g2 , satisfy the following hypotheses:
G( y, z) is even in both y and z. (G1)
There exist constants p, \>2, and $>0,
and there exists a function . # C1(R; R+), .$, so that
$ |z| p\G( y, z).( y )|z| p (G2)
\.( y )|z| p\( y y G( y, z)+z zG( y, z)) (G3)
| g1( y, z)|
1
2
.$( y )|z| p ; | g2( y, z)|
1
2p
.( y )|z| p&1 (G4)
(Here ``\'' indicates that these conditions hold either for +G or for &G.
For example, G( y, z)=&z4 satisfies the above hypotheses, but G( y, z)=z3
satisfies neither (G2) nor (G3).)
The condition that G be even and of polynomial behaviour is used in
proving the necessary compactness for the problem, as well as for deter-
mining suitable function spaces which remain invariant under the gradient
flow. These conditions are fairly standard ones when considering wave
equations via variational methods; see for example [BCN, R2].
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Remark. The right-hand side of (G2) follows directly from (G4), for
G=| dG| | g1 | dy+| | g2 | dz

1
2
|z| p | .$( y ) dy+
1
2p
.( y ) | |z| p&1 dz
=.( y )|z| p.
It is our aim to prove the following
Theorem 1.1. Let G satisfy (G1), (G2), (G3), and (G4). If we assume
that # is sufficiently small, then the equation (1) has a non-trivial, periodic,
non-travelling solution. If we make no assumptions on the size of # but
instead assume that G is non-negative, then (1) has in fact infinitely-many
such solutions.
We will prove this theorem by means of an invariance argument much
in the vein of Rabinowitz [R1]and HoferZehnder [HZ]. Our argument
will search for critical points of the associated action functional
F(u)=&||
0
1
2 uLu+G(u, ux) dx dt
within specified subspaces of
W={
u: R2  R | u((x, t)+L)=u(x, t)
=||0 (ut)2+#(uxx)2 dx dt<
(L is the lattice (2?}) Z_(2?|) Z, and 0 is the domain [0, (2?})]_
[0, (2?|)]). A direct computation shows that u # W is a weak solution
of (1) precisely when {F(u)=0.
W & [0 u dx dt=0] is a Hilbert space when considered with the inner
product
(u, v) =||
0
(ut vt+#uxxvxx) dx dt.
We denote the action of the dual space W* on W by ``(( , ))''.
We define the gradient flow of F, denoted u b s, to be the solution of the
differential equations dds (u b s)=&{F(u b s); u b 0=u. That {F : W  W*
is locally Lipschitz follows from a technical but straightforward computa-
tion that relies on the fact that g1 and g2 lie in C1(R2 ; R) as well as on the
compact imbeddings of W into Lp (Proposition 2.3). From the Lipschitz
nature of {F follows the fact that the gradient flow is well-defined.
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Remark. If
d
ds
(u b s) } s=0=0,
then &{F(u)=0 and so u satisfies the Boussinesq equation. (That is,
stationary points of the flow in W are equivalent to critical points of the
action functional F ).
The subspaces of W in which we will eventually seek solutions are the
following:
Wk, j={
u # W | u(x, t)=&u(x, &t); | |
0
u dx dt=0
= ,u \x+2?k} , t+=u(x, t)=u \x, t+2?j|+
that is, the spaces of functions u # W with mean-value 0 which are odd in
t and periodic on a refinement of the lattice L.
Proposition 1.2. Fix k, j1. Then the subspace Wk, j/W is invariant
under the flow; that is, (({F(u), v))=0 for all u # Wk, j and v # (Wk, j )=.
Proof. It is clear that {F(u) is of the same periodicity as u. Moreover,
hypothesis (G1) assures us that {F(u) is odd in t whenever u is. The
remaining constraint to check is that the mean-value 0 is preserved: if v
is constant, then (({F(u), v)) =v 0 {F(u) dx dt=0 by the oddness
of {F(u). The proof is therefore complete. K
This simple proposition leads us to one of the most crucial lemmas of the
paperthat which assures us of non-travelling solutions.
Lemma 1.3. Suppose u # Wk, j satisfies {F(u)=0 and F(u)<0. Then u is
a non-travelling wave.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, that u were travelling. We write u(x, t)=
f (ax+bt). By the definition of Wk, j , f (ax+bt)=u(x, t)=&u(x, &t)=
&f (ax&bt) for all x, t # R. Setting t=0, we have f (ax)=&f (ax), so either
f#0 or a=0. If we assume the former, we contradict the hypothesis that
F(u)<0. Accordingly, we proceed on the assumption that f (and u) are
functions of t only.
Because {F(u)=0, we have 0=Lu+g1(u, ux)+xg2(u, ux)=utt+g1(u, 0).
By hypothesis (G2), g1( y, 0)=yG( y, 0)#0. Therefore, utt=0 and so
u(x, t)=mt+c. Because u is periodic with 0 u dx dt=0, we get u#0,
which contradicts our hypothesis. The contradiction arises from the sup-
position that u travels: hence, u is a non-travelling wave. K
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In the upcoming section we will discuss the compactness associated with
our problem; we will then consider separately the cases where the nonlinear
term G is non-positive and non-negative.
This work was a result of my doctoral thesis; I would like to thank my
advisor, Walter Craig, for introducing me to this area of study as well as
for the help and encouragement he gave me while I was working with him.
I would also like to thank an anonymous reviewer for several suggestiions
which lead to improvements in the results found in this paper.
2. Compactness of W and F
A standard compactness-like condition, known as the PalaisSmale
Condition, as [PS], or sometimes as Condition C, is the following:
Definition. For a given a Banach space X, a function F # C1(X ; R) is
said to satisfy [PS] if, for every sequence [xk]/X with
(1) |F(xk)|<M, and
(2) &{F(xk)&W*  0,
there exists a subsequence which converges strongly to some x in X.
The aim of this section is to prove the following
Theorem 2.1. The functional F : W  R defined as above satisfies [PS].
In order to prove this theorem, we will use a series of propositions which
follow the outline listed here:
1. &u&L  and &ux&L p are both bounded by c &u&W for some c>0.
2. In fact, the imbedding u # W / ux # Lp is compact.
3. |F(u)|M and &F $(u)&W*  0 implies that &u&W is bounded.
4. Any sequence in W satisifying the hypotheses of [PS] has a
strongly convergent subsequence; that is, F satisfies [PS].
The first two propositions expand the standard Sobolev Imbedding
Theorem (cf., [A, p. 97]), which tells us only that the imbedding W  Lq
is compact for q<. It is the ``extra'' derivative in x which allows us to
prove a series of slightly stronger results. (For convenience we assume
}=|=1 throughout 92; the symbol ``'' without delimeters will refer to
the sum over Z2"[(0, 0)].)
Proposition 2.2. For any p # R, p1, _c>0 such that &u&Lc &u&W
and &ux &L pc &u&W for every u # W.
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Proof. As the proofs of these two bounds are analogous, we avoid
repetition and present only the proof of the latter. First consider the case
p>2; pick q so that 1p+1q=1. We write
u(x, t)=: u^k, j ei(kx+jt).
A standard Fourier inequality for p>2 (see e.g. [C, p. 168]) yields
&ux&qLp: |ku^k, j |
q
=: \ k
2
j 2+#k4+
q2
{\ j
2+#k4
k2 +
q2
|ku^k, j |q=
{: \ k
2
j 2+#k4+
q2 } 22&q
=
(2&q)2
{: ( j 2+#k4)|u^k, j | 2=
q2
(by Ho lder's inequality: q<2 so 2q>1, and q2+2&q2=1.) Because
1<q<2, q2&q>1, and so
: \ k
2
j 2+#k4+
q(2&q)
converges to some c=cq # R. The desired result follows, i.e.,
&ux&qL pcq &u&
q
W .
The case for 1p2 follows from the imbedding Lp / L2. K
Proposition 2.3. The imbedding u # W / ux # Lp is compact for every
p1.
In order to prove this proposition, we use a theorem similar to that of
ArzelaAscoli. Both the theorem and its proof can be found in [A, p. 31].
Theorem. Let 1p<. A bounded subset K/L2(0) is precompact
(that is, K is compact) iff for every =>0, there exist a number $>0 and a
compact subset G/0 so that for every u # K and every (h1 , h2) # R2 with
h21+h
2
2<$,
||
0
|u(x+h1 , t+h2)&u(x, t)| p dx dt<= p
and ||
0&G
|u(x, t)| p<= p.
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. First assume p=2. In this case, the above
theorem assures us that it is enough to show: given any bounded subset V
of W and any =>0, there exists some $>0 such that
||
0
|ux(x+h1 , t+h2)&ux(x, t)| 2 dx dt<= (2)
for all u # V/W and \(h1 , h2) # R2 with h21+h
2
2<$
2.
We rewrite the left-hand side of (2) in terms of the Fourier series of u:
| |
0
|ux(x+h1 , t+h2)&ux(x, t)| 2 dx dt
=||
0 }: u^k, jk(ei(kh 1+jh2)&1) ei(kx+jt) }
2
dx dt
=4?2 : |u^k, j | 2 k2 |(2&ei(kh1+jh2)&e&i(kh1+jh2))|
=4?2 : ( j 2+#k4)|u^k, j | 2 } k
2
j 2+#k4
(2&2 cos(kh1+jh2)) } . (3)
Lemma. For fixed h small and 0<:<2, |1&cos(lh)|<2 |lh|: \l # Z.
Proof. If l is sufficiently large that |lh|1, then this is a trivial result.
Suppose |lh|1; then a Taylor's expansion yields |1&cos(lh)|l 2h2.
Now, because |1&cos(lh)|1&(:2)21&(:2), we have |1&cos(lh)|
21&(:2) |1&cos(lh)|:22 |lh|:. K
We now resume the proof of Proposition 2.3. By the lemma,
|2&2 cos(kh1+jh2)| is bounded by a sub-quadratic polynomial in k, j, h1 ,
and h2; hence the term
k2
j 2+#k4
(2&2 cos(kh1+jh2))
appearing in (3) is bounded as follows:
Because ( | j |&- # k2)2 k2>0, we note that 2 - # | j | k4<( j 2+#k4)
(- | j |+k2), and so
| j | 12 k2
j 2+k4
<
1
2 - #
| j | 12+k2
| j | 12 k2
=
1
2 - # \
1
| j | 12
+
1
k2+<
1
- #
. (4)
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We use the lemma (setting :=1) to write
k2
j 2+#k4
(2&2 cos( jh1+kh2))
k2
j 2+#k4
( | jh1 | 12+|kh2 | 12)

1
- #
|h1 | 12+|h2 | 12 \ c1j 2+# |k|+
c2( |h1 | 12+|h2 | 12)c3 |$| 12
(c1 , c2 , c3 represent various positive constants). If we insert this bound into
equation (3), we see that
||
0
(ux(x+h1 , t+h2)&ux(x, t))2 dx dt<c3 &u&W $12<=
for $ sufficiently small. This proves Proposition 2.3 in the case p=2.
The case p<2 follows trivially from the imbedding Lp / L2.
Finally, assume p>2. Ho lder's inequality yields
&ux& pL p=||
0
|ux | |ux | p&1 dx dt
=&ux&L 2 &ux& p&1L 2p&2
c &ux&L 2 &u& p&1W .
Choose any bounded subsequence [un]/W ; then choose some u0 so that
un  u0 weakly in W. The above argument assures us that
&x un&xu0& pL pc &xun&x u0L2&L 2 &un&u0& p&1W
c$ &xun&xu0 &L 2  0
by the compactness argument above. This proves the proposition for all p,
1p<. K
Our Sobolev-like Imbeddings shown, we now turn our attention to
bounds on W under the [PS] hypothesis.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose G satisfies (G2) and (G3). Then the set
[u # W : |F(u)|<M, &{F(u)&W*<=]
is bounded in the W norm.
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Proof. We will prove this proposition in the case G0 (the case G0
is similar and is omitted here for the sake of brevity). The hypotheses
|F(u)|<M and &{F(u)&W*<= say, respectively, that
&||
0
1
2uLu+.(u)|xu|
p dx dt<M
and | |
0
(uLu+\.(u)|xu| p) dx dt(({F(u), u))<= &u&W . (5)
On one hand, combining these equations yields
\M+= &u&W>(1&\2) | |
0
uLu dx dt=(1&\2)(&&u&2W+&xu&2L2)
so that
\M+(\2&1)&x u&2L2>(\2&1)&u&2W&= &u&W . (6)
(Recall that \2>1). If &u&2W is unbounded, then (6) implies that &xu&2L 2
is unbounded also, and in fact that
&xu&L pc &xu&L 2c$ &u&W (7)
for some positive constants c, c$ # R.
On the other hand, a different combination of equations (5) yields
2M+= &u&W(\&2) ||
0
.(u)|x u| p dx dt
(\&2) $ &x u& pL p . (8)
Incorporating lines (7) and (8) yields
(\&2) $ &xu& pL p2M+= &u&W2M+
=
c$
&xu&L p ;
a contradiction if &u&W is unbounded. The proposition is therefore
proved. K
We are now ready to prove that F satisfies [PS].
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let [un]/W satisfy the hypotheses of [PS],
namely |F(un)|<M and &{F&W*  0. Then by Proposition 2.4, &un&W is
bounded. W is a Hilbert space and so we may choose a subsequence, still
called [un], that converges weakly to some u # W. By Proposition 2.3,
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x un converges strongly to xu in Lp. Let vn=un&u , and let
=limn   &vn&W ; we will show that =0.
We begin by obtaining an estimate on the nonlinear terms of {F. By
hypothesis (G4), we have
} | |0 g1(un , xun) vn&g2(un , xun) x vn dx dt }
&vn &L 2 | |
0
| g1(un , x un)| 2 dx dt+&xvn&L 2 ||
0
| g2(un , xun)| 2 dx dt
&vn &L 2 | |
0
.2(un)|xun | 2p dx dt+&xvn&L 2
_||
0
(.$(un))2 |xun | 2p&2 dx dt.
Proposition 2.2 together with the continuity of . and .$ assures us that
&un&L and therefore .(un) and .$(un) are bounded independent of n.
Moreover, 0 |xun |
2pc &un&2pW is also bounded independent of n. Hence,
the compactness guaranteed us by Proposition 2.3 gives us
} | |0 g1(un , xun) vn&g2(un , xun) xvn dx dt }
C(&vn&L 2+&xvn&L 2) wwn   0. (9)
Our next step is examining the linear terms of {F. Weak convergence of
[un] in W and strong convergence of [xun] in L2 yield
& lim
n   | |0 vnL(un) dx dt= limn   {(un , vn)&||0 xun xvn dx dt=
= lim
n   {(vn , vn)+(u , vn)
&||
0
xun(xun&xu) dx dt=
= lim
n  
(vn , vn) =2. (10)
To conclude the proof we observe that
&{F(un)&W* &vn&W(({F(un), vn))
=||
0
(&vnLun&vng1(un , xun)+xvng2(un , xun)) dx dt.
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Since &{F(un)&W*  0, in the limit we get (by (9), and (10))
=2
for arbitrarily small =; we may surmise that lim=  0 &vn &W==0, which
completes our proof. K
3. The Non-positive Nonlinear Case
In the subsequent sections we shall make use of the following sets:
I&=[(k, j ) # Z2 | *k, j=}2k2&#}4k4&|2j2<0]Z2
W&={u # W | u(x, t)= :
(k, j ) # I&
u^k, j ei(}kx+|jt)=W
I+=[(k, j ) # Z2 | *k, j=}2k2&#}4k4&|2j 20]/Z2
W+={u # W | u(x, t)= :
(k, j ) # I+
u^k, j ei(}kx+|jt)=/W.
In other words, W& is the subspace of W corresponding to the negative
eigenvalues of L, and W+ is the subspace of W corresponding to the
positive and zero eigenvalues of L. Notice that I+ is finite, so that W+ is
a finite-dimensional space, while both I& and W& are infinite.
The purpose of this section is to prove a rather simple minimizing
theorem under the conditions that # is small and that G is non-positive and
satisfies hypotheses (G1), (G2), (G3), and (G4).
Recall that
F(u)=||
0
& 12 uLu&G(u, xu) dx dt
| |
0
& 12 uLu+\ |z|
p dx dt.
Should all the eigenvalues of L be negative, then F would be a positive
function. In order to get a non-zero minimum, therefore, we rely on the fact
that # is sufficiently small that (}2k2&|2j 2&#}4k4)>0 for some k, j>0. If
# is large, i.e., if #}2k2&|2 j2}4k4 for all k, j{0, then minimizing
arguments are stymied. The reader will recall that the physical case relies
on a small #: the waves we seek are shallow and long compared to the
depth of the water. Therefore, the assumption of a small # is in fact
appropriate to the situation at-hand.
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It is important to note that because dim(W+) is a finite, the counting
techniques which will be used in Corollary 4.5 will not work in this setting.
We are now ready to state the following
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a non-positive function satisfying (G1), (G2),
(G3), and (G4); assume # satisfies dim(W+)=d>0. Let F : W  R be
defined by F(u)=&0
1
2uLu+G(u, xu) dx dt. Then F possesses at least d
distinct pairs of non&trivial critical points in W1, 1 .
That is, there exist d pairs of functions u # W1, 1 with F(u)<0 and
{F(u)=0. It follows that each such u is a periodic, non-travelling solution
to the Boussinesq equation (1).
Proof. We will first prove that F is bounded from below and strictly
negative on a sphere of positive radius in W+.
That F is bounded from below is straight-forward:
F(u)&12 ||
0
uLu+\ |xu| p dx dt
= 12&u&
2
W+| |
0
\ |xu| p& 12 |xu|
2 dx dt
(recall that the function \ |s|p& 12 |s|
2 has a finite minimum for p>2).
That F is strictly negative on a sphere of positive radius in W+ is
similarly simple:
&F(u)=||
0
1
2uLu+G(u, xu) dx dt
||
0
1
2uLu dx dt.
The rest of the proof follows directly from Clark's Theorem [R3, p. 53].
That the functions u guaranteed by this argument are periodic and non-
travelling is a consequence of Lemma 1.3. K
Corollary 3.2. Suppose G is a non-positive function satisfying (G1),
(G2), (G3), and (G4). Then the number of solutions to (1) tends to infinity
as # tends to 0.
Proof. For the sake of notational convenience, assume |=}=1. If
#<1(n+1)2, then *1, 1 , *2, 1 , ..., *n, 1 are among the positive eigenvalues
of L. As W+ is the eigenspace corresponding to positive eigenvectors
*k, j=(k2&j 2&#k4), the corollary follows easily. K
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4. The Non-negative Nonlinear Case
For the case G0, we are forced to employ a more general variational
argument than in the previous case. The difficulties necessitating our new
approach arise from the unbounded nature of F : if G0, searching for a
minimum or a maximum becomes impractical owing to the fact that the
functional F is indefinite. (Consider, for example, the functions un, j (x, t)=
n sin(|jt). Then F(un, j )rc1 j 2n2&c2 n p.)
The Linking Argument. We define 1:=[u # W&: &u&W=:].
Proposition 4.1. There exist positive constants : and ; such that
F(u)>; for every u # 1: .
Proof. By hypothesis (G2), G( y, 0)#0, so that 2yG(0, 0)=0.
Moreover, \ |z| pG(0, z),(o)|z| p, and so 2z G(0, 0)=0. (This can
be seen, for example, by studying the Taylor's series expansion of G in z
about the origin.) Thus we have $2F(0)=&L, in the sense that
((($2F | 0 , u) [W**, W] , v)) =((&Lu, v)) =&0 vLu dx dt.
A brief study of the eigenvalues of L shows that the negative spectrum
of L is bounded away from 0, so that &0 uLu dx dt= &u&
2
L2 for some
=>0 and for all u # W&. We consider this together with the facts that
F(0)=0 and {F(0)=0; the desired conclusion follows. K
The domain to be linked with the sphere 1: is a finite-dimensional
cylinder (denoted 3{) with base in W+ and height extending into W&.
Let uk, j== sin(}kx) sin(|jt) with = chosen so that 120 uk, jLuk, j dx dt
=&1; note that uk, j lies in Wk, j & W & for any k or j sufficiently large. We
define
3{=3{(k, j )=[u+ # W+ | &u+&W{]_[\uk, j | 0\{].
Proposition 4.2. For fixed k and j and for { sufficiently large, F | 3r0.
Proof. For u # 3{ , write u=\uk, j+u+, u+ # W +. Then
&F(u)=| |
0
[ 12 (\uk, j ) L(\uk, j )+
1
2u
+Lu++G(u, xu)] dx dt
&\2+$ ||
0
|xu| p dx dt (by (G2))
&\2+c \||0 |xu| 2 dx dt+
p2
(by Ho lder's inequality, p2)
(&\2+c\ p &xuk, j& pL 2)+c &xu+&
p
L2
0 for { sufficiently large. K
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We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 4.3. Fix k, j # Z; let G be a non-negative function satisfying
(G1), (G2), (G3) and (G4); and let F be as described earlier. Let Mk, j=
[h # C(3{ & Wk, j , Wk, j ) | h=id on 3{ & Wk, j]. Then the following exist
and are critical values of F :
ck, j= inf
h # Mk, j
sup
u # [3r & Wk, j ]
F(h(u));.
That is, there exists some u~ # Wk, j with F(u~ )=ck, j and {F(u~ )=0.
Proof. We have shown that F satisfies [PS], that F |1 :>;>0, and
that F | 3{ & W k, j0. The proof then follows directly from Theorem 5.3
of [R3]. K
Remark. For G0, our argument relies heavily on having # small
enough that the Boussinesq operator L has non-negative spectra. In the
case we are presently concerned with, however, no such restrictions apply.
Should we have Wk, j & W+=[0], the cylinder 3{ is reduced to a line
[\uk, j | 0\{]. We are then faced with the familiar ``Mountain Pass''
link: F |S :>0 for the sphere 1: , and F({uk, j )F(0)=0.
Corollary 4.4. The nonlinear Boussinesq equation
2t u&
2
xu&# 
4
xu+g1(u, xu)+xg2(u, xu)=0
for g1 and g2 as described above has an infinite number of periodic, non-
travelling solutions.
Proof. Because Wk, j is closed and invariant under the gradient flow, the
solution u guaranteed by Theorem 4.4 has the following properties:
(1) u is periodic of period 2?k} in x and 2?j| in t.
(2) u is odd in t.
(3) The action of u, F(u), is non-zero.
Lemma 1.3 therefore tells us that u is a non-travelling wave. One of the
many methods of constructing an infinite class of such solutions is via the
following recursion relation:
Let un be a solution with minimal period 2?j| in t. We apply the
theorem to Wj+1, 1 & 3{( j+1, 1) to get a new solution, un+1 , with a
smaller minimal period in t than that of un . This completes the proof of the
corollary. K
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